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                         Appeal Activity in the Public Assistance Programs                      RUN 07/24/08
                                         FISCAL YEAR 2007
                                   July 1, 2006 - June 30, 2007
                                                                                            FOOD
                                                TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                    TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD
 NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 2,069   172    71     73   485 1205    0      7     0     56     0     0
 NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD      6,309   992   357    554 2,807 1460    0     23     0    116     0     0
 NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD   6,173 1,009   370    538 2,600 1521    0     27     0    108     0     0
 NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    2,205   155    58     89   692 1144    0      3     0     64     0     0
 AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
 REQUEST - TOTAL                    6,178 1,010   370    539 2,606 1518    0     27     0    108     0     0
   APPLICATION DENIED               2,218   207     3    123 1,640  234    0      9     0      2     0     0
   NOT GRANT RELATED                2,387   170   362     79   443 1223    0      5     0    105     0     0
   DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE     1,296   534     3    199   523   26    0     11     0      0     0     0
   GRANT AMOUNT                       277    99     2    138     0   35    0      2     0      1     0     0
 METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
   TOTAL                            6,178 1,010   370    539 2,606 1518    0     27     0    108     0     0
   MODIFIED DECISION                  301    16     2      4   251   28    0      0     0      0     0     0
   IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT               320    58     3     15   162   67    0      3     0     12     0     0
   NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT         1,360   296    93    129   553  200    0      7     0     82     0     0
             OTHER MEANS:
   WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF      19     2     2      3    12    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
               CLAIMANT
   WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR     715    70    64     87   311  176    0      3     0      4     0     0
               OF CLAIMANT
   ABANDONED OR DEATH               1,015   285    55    134   220  318    0      3     0      0     0     0
   DENIED                           2,193   232   143    121   983  696    0      8     0     10     0     0
   VOID                               255    51     8     46   114   33    0      3     0      0     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL          1,981   370    98    148   966  295    0     10     0     94     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  634   106    35     85   365   39    0      0     0      4     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                       986   244    61     58   465   61    0      9     0     88     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                       140    17     1      5    97   18    0      1     0      1     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  221     3     1      0    39  177    0      0     0      1     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     69.9  38.0  36.3   30.7  40.8 248.7  .0   45.1    .0     33     0     0
 TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
 DISPOSITION - TOTAL                6,178 1,010   370    539 2,606 1518    0     27     0    108     0     0
   LESS THAN 30 DAYS                1,648   277   163    212   793  191    0      5     0      7     0     0
   30 - 60 DAYS                     1,785   354   127    264   920   73    0     10     0     37     0     0
   61 - 90 DAYS                     1,088   315    61     45   544   68    0      6     0     49     0     0
   MORE THAN 90 DAYS                1,657    64    19     18   349 1186    0      6     0     15     0     0
   AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)    111.0  50.8  37.9   39.1  56.9 290.3  .0   87.2    .0     74     0     0
 PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
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   TOTAL                            1,981   370    98    148   966  295    0     10     0     94     0     0
   NEED STANDARD                        1     0     1      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
   INCOME OR RESOURCES              1,483   318     2    125   899  126    0     10     0      3     0     0
   DISREGARDS                           0     0     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
   NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS      497    52    95     23    67  169    0      0     0     91     0     0
 REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
 HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL            1,984   370    98    148   966  298    0     10     0     94     0     0
   LEGAL COUNSEL                       71     5     1      3    21   39    0      1     0      1     0     0
   SELF                             1,843   363    95    141   899  251    0      8     0     86     0     0
   OTHER                               64     2     2      4    46    2    0      1     0      7     0     0
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